24 Street SE Storm Pond and Ogden Landfill Remediation
July 2020

Project Background
A new dry storm pond is being constructed on the
northwest end of the closed Ogden Dry Waste
Landfill. This new pond will manage storm runoff
quality and flows into the Bow River, protecting the
environment from the effects of urban growth.
We are also completing the construction of an
embankment, adjacent to the storm pond, which
will be part of the corridor for the future Green Line
LRT.
Works include:
• Baseline noise and air quality monitoring prior
to initiating the works;
• Groundwater pumping, treatment and disposal;
• Waste extraction and disposal;
• Backfilling with clean material;
• Construction of the embankment, pond, and
associated infrastructure;
• Site restoration and landscaping.

Most of the work will take place from July to
December 2020. 24-hour work is being considered
to expedite the completion of the project.
Landscaping and other minor works will take place
in the Spring of 2021.
Water utility services impacts
No disruptions to drinking water or sanitary
services are anticipated during the project.
Construction impacts
• Residents may notice noise originating from
the worksite. Noise during night work will be
limited as much as possible.
• There may be unusual odors for a while the
waste is extracted from the old landfill.
• Traffic along 24 Street SE will see
temporary traffic disruptions during the
installation of a new sanitary pipe across the
street, and a moderate increase in heavy
traffic as materials are hauled in and out of
the construction site.
Project information
Please contact 311 if you have any questions or
concerns about this work or visit
calgary.ca/waterprojects. Information has also
been shared with the communities nearby and the
Ward 12 Councillor Shane Keating.The limits of
construction are illustrated on the map attached.
We appreciate your patience as we work to
improve our storm system and build an important
part of the future Green Line corridor.
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The City of Calgary continues to provide highquality services to Calgarians during the COVID-19
pandemic. While we prioritize the delivery of some
essential services, our capital construction
programs are moving forward where possible.
These construction projects are critical to
supporting current and future development while
also protecting our environment.
As with all capital projects, our priority is the
health, safety and well-being of our staff,
contractors, and the public in general. We continue
to put in place new measures and protocols to
ensure public health is always protected.
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